I don't know how I found Ocean Of Love, but I know they were heaven sent.
To know they understood where my mind was at, they know the medical lingo, their
knowledge of the process was refreshing. I never had to answered questions before
they were asked. Where family may not be around and friends disappear Ocean Of
Love takes you under their wing, brighten your day, gives you time to talk, finds way to
make you laugh, makes you feel like part of a family, and they give, and give and give.
My daughter was diagnosed in June 2014, her treatment was for 2.5 years and Ocean
Of Love has been with us the entire time.
Some of my best memories...
First Christmas after diagnoses.... when Ocean Of Love made arrangements to have
the local fire dept. come to the house....so with sirens and lights on (which I loved)
Santa and the gang dropped off 2 very large totes full of food and all the trimmings for
the best Christmas we could possibly have, and gifts not just for my daughter but her
step brother as well. You should have seen all the neighbors come out and then the
children.
Some other things was the wheelchair you gave us, the countless WAWA gift cards for
gas, help with the tolls and parking garage fees when we were at treatment, doctor
visits etc. The tons of gift cards for the holidays and just because.
We loved all the fundraiser events and so glad that we can still come and be a part of
them.
On a more serious note, very soon into my daughters' treatment she came to me and
said "Mom, I don't think I can do this". I was beside myself, I immediately turned to
Ocean Of Love.., they stepped right in, they set her up with a counselor for some one
on one help at no cost to us. They also have all kinds of support groups for kids of
different ages, young adults, adults, siblings, parents and the bereavements groups.
These days where every group out there is fundraiser; and you hear some real horror
stories about how the monies never get to the people who need it ... let me say that is
not the case with Ocean Of Love. I tell people ALL THE TIME..."You want to donate
monies or your time or both. You don't have to look any further then your own back
yard. They are here for the children of Ocean County!

